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Epistemological Uncertainty: A Concordance Analysis of the Lexicon of Cognition and its Negation
Abstract
The epistemological uncertainty (or unknowability) of fallible narrators is a significant feature of modern
and post-modern novels. This paper demonstrates how corpus and concordance tools can be used to
highlight the presence of linguistic features that signal epistemological uncertainty in the mind style of
first person narrators. The methodology and results reported here from an analysis of Heart of Darkness
and The Great Gatsby clarify the advantages and limitations of computer assisted analysis while
providing a framework for application to other novels. An argument is also made for the pedagogical
application of this stylistics to improve students’ literary awareness.
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Epistemological Uncertainty: A Concordance Analysis of the Lexicon of Cognition and its Negation
“[Kurtz] was just a word for me. I did not see the man in the name any
more than you do. Do you see him? Do you see the story? Do you see
anything? It seems to me I am trying to tell you a dream—making a vain
attempt, because no relation of dream can convey the dream sensation. . .
No, it is impossible; it is impossible to convey the life-sensation of any
given epoch of one’s existence.”
--Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness
Through all he said, even through his appalling sentimentality, I was
reminded of something—an elusive rhythm, a fragment of lost words,
that I had heard somewhere a long time ago. For a moment a phrase tried
to take shape in my mouth and my lips parted like a dumb man’s, as
though there was more struggling upon them than a wisp of startled air.
But they made no sound, and what I had almost remembered was
uncommunicable forever.
--F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
Introduction
As I type these words, I am reasonably certain that I understand the topic at hand; I possess
epistemological certainty providing me with confidence that I can fashion what I know into a message
that my audience will comprehend. Were I, however, to attempt to tell you a story, real or fictional, about
my life or another person’s—the vicissitudes of time and place intertwined with aspiration and emotion
couched in the self-conscious awareness of my failures and the limitations of my perspective on my life
and interactions with those whose inner workings I can only speculate upon—I would be far less assured,
in fact most uncertain; I would grasp at the past and hope the fragments cohere enough that I might
express them in something so linear as words.
Not all narrators, first or third-person, are unfortunate enough to share this affliction. The imperative,
“Call me Ismail” followed by such self-assured reasons why one finds it “high time to get to sea”
(Melville 21) and the certitude that “Yes, as every one knows, meditation and water are wedded for ever”
(22) set the tone of a narrator who has no difficulty proclaiming, “however [the old sea captains] may
thump and punch me about, I have the satisfaction of knowing that it is all right; that everybody else is
one way or other served in much the same way—either in a physical or metaphysical point of view, that
is; and so the universal thump is passed round” (24). Compared to the lines above from Nick of The Great
Gatsby and Marlow of Heart of Darkness, Ishmael, at least in Chapter 1, stands on solid epistemological
rock, but my concern in this paper is the shifting sands of uncertainty.
Epistemological Uncertainty and Investigations of Narrator’s Mind Styles
Written discourse, including narrative, is composed of a knowledge structure that is cocreated by writer
and reader as shared knowledge is modified by new information and entailments and presuppositions are
understood. Metaphorically speaking, the process of reading a work of literature is like scouting a new
passage across a crevasse-riddled, snow-covered ice-flow, the visible terrain representing the known that
is common ground while the chasms (obvious and hidden) are what makes reading an act of exploration
filled with suspense, irony, and ambiguity. Just as some glaciers are easy to cross and others more
challenging, many of our most valued works of fiction create decidedly complex epistemological
expeditions.
Falconer, drawing on James and Flaubert for examples, distinguishes ambiguity from the concept of
undecidability. The former is associated with Empson’s methods of complication which add to the
meaning and pleasure derived from a text as a reader makes choices between meanings or, in keeping
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with my metaphor, chooses routes across the visible fissures in the ice. Undecidability, however,
“appear[s] to work negatively … leaving the reader dangling, wondering …” at the choice between
meaning and non-meaning (1). Non-meaning, like the chasms below what appears to be stable snow, is
that which is withheld or unarticulated. As Falconer points out, “Critics as diverse as Sartre, Culler,
Genette, Barthes, and Derrida are unanimous in seeing this undecidability as a virtue, the ability to mask
or block meaning being a sign not only of the writer's modernity but of his success,” and this “not
knowing where one stands … is the central part” of the experience of reading (1).
How authors create and readers accommodate these problems of knowledge and knowability are
manifold. As one example, Brenner identifies Hemingway’s three epistemological formulas for short
fiction as textual perplexity (either the characters or the readers are perplexed or confused by the
seemingly discordant details of the story which may include disjointed narrative and point of view shifts);
extratextual reversal (subversion of cultural expectations through the creation of characters that evoke
then challenge stereotypes); and lexical riddles that rely on the ambiguity or exclusion of certain words.
For a post-modern example, Calloway explains how O’Brien’s The Things They Carried demonstrates
“the impossibility of knowing the reality of the war in absolute terms” through the interweaving of
narrators and stories of various lengths that make different claims on the validity of information, the
narrative genre, and fact vs. fiction (249). Likewise, Anderson says of Laforet’s Nada, “The basic
narrative situation—an unreliable protagonist whose story is told by an unreliable narrator (the two
Andreas)—combines with the scattered, fragmentary and incomplete presentation of data about the other
characters to produce considerable—if not indeed pervasive—epistemological and psychological doubt”
(542).
As the previous two critics observed, an essential element of narrative which can also play a role in the
undecidability of a story is the narrative voice, and here too theorists have sought to carefully delineate
the significance of various types of first- and third-person perspectives. Olson clarifies Booth’s model of
narrator unreliability by differentiating between fallible and untrustworthy narrators. As opposed to the
latter, fallible narrators, especially first-person, lack the ability to accurately perceive and report on the
world. Citing Lanser, Hof, Cohn, Phelan and Martin, and Fludernik, Olson provides an overview of
scholars who have sought similar aims though most acknowledge the variable degrees of reliability that
any one narrative voice can portray throughout a story. Notably, Olson refers to Nünning’s list of textual
signals of fallability, which include “an admitted lack of reliability, memory gaps and comments on
cognitive limitations” (98). It is exactly this “admitted” doubt and indecision on the part of a narrator
regarding his or her ability to understand and convey the story that I am referring to as epistemological
uncertainty.1
The interest that scholars and teachers of literature show in narrators, point of view, and issues of
meaning is typically demonstrated through theoretical discussions with examples from well-known works
and studies that take a traditionally qualitative approach as exemplified in the quotations above. Less
common are studies that broach the stylistisian’s question, “What features of the language do authors use
to express uncertainty?” Hardy (1997) and Hardy and Durian (2000) do take this approach to Flannery
O’Connor’s “near obsessive concern with the fallibility of human knowledge [that] is widely recognized
in the critical literature” (Hardy and Durian 92). Their stylistic analyses explain how O’Connor’s use of
presuppositions and syntactic complements of the verb ‘see’ contribute to the theme of epistemological
questioning. Despite the insights offered by Hardy, the analysis of presupposition in literature is more
amenable to a close reading rather than larger, quantitative analysis, and Hardy and Durian’s elucidation
of ‘see,’ its complements, and foregrounding/backgrounding may be more relevant to O’Connor’s work
than to other authors. Likewise, Gallagher confronts the specific case of “a duality of uncertainty in the
description of character’s motives” in Madame Bovary with an analysis of “the conjunction ou or ou bien
or the adverb peut-être, and quite frequently, the highly speculative ou peut-être” (313).
Another way of approaching concerns regarding a narrator’s cognitive uncertainty is to consider such
doubts and admitted inadequacies as part of the narrator’s total personality/persona—or mind style.
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Fowler describes mind style as “the world-view of an author, or a narrator, or a character, constituted by
the ideational structure of the text” (21). This is different from typological discussions of point of view,
for the text enables the reader to construe an individual mind style for each character and narrator, some
of whom will display confidence in their apprehension of their fictive world while others will convey
explicit or implicit epistemological uncertainty. McIntyre and Archer demonstrate how quantitative tools
such as keyword lists and semantic category analysis (discussed in more detail in Section 4) can be used
to compare characters and narrators within and across texts in order to explain their mind styles.
In this paper, I am interested in investigating a specific element of the mind style of prominent narrators
(first-person in this case): their degree of cognitive or epistemological certitude. I will demonstrate how
this can be performed by utilizing quantitative methods and collocation tools for analyzing electronic
texts. I will also extol the pedagogical application of such methods for their ability to raise the literary
awareness of students who are reading texts that exhibit the linguistic features that contribute to
conveying uncertainty.
Heart of Darkness and The Great Gatsby as Exemplars
My original impetus for studying this topic years ago was a class of Advanced Placement high school
seniors, many of whom struggled with Heart of Darkness. Certainly Conrad scholarship recognizes the
modernist turn in the novel as Seely points out, “Studies of his modernism inevitably invoke the isolation
of consciousness, the indeterminacy of language and experience, philosophical skepticism and literary
innovation” (495). As Graham puts it, “so much of his tendency, as in ‘Heart of Darkness’ and Victory, is
to convey the underlying dream-effect that erodes the normal solidity of the world” (204). Sexton uses the
image of Kurtz’s “small sketch in oils, on a panel, representing a woman, draped and blindfolded,
carrying a lighted torch” as a metaphor for the novel. The female figure is a paradox of ambiguity—a
bearer of light in the darkness, unable to see either her own light, or where she is taking it—just as
Marlow is trying to tell his story, to shed light on his experiences, but the nature of the events and
circumstances themselves renders him blind.
Some critics praise this aspect of the novel, others try to explain it, and still others see it as Conrad’s
failure. Graham views it as a reflection of the self-contradictions of early Modernist fiction, describing the
novel as, “an experimental narrative form of juxtaposed opposites, of changing moods and internal crises,
of alternating scene and commentary, of transposed rather than consistent symbols, of self-contradiction
carried to the degree of implosion” (216). Watts, furthermore asserts that, “from its very title onwards
(‘Heart of Darkness’ invokes contradictory notions), [and] the tale is full of paradoxes” (46), an assertion
he supports by explaining several ambiguities, either explicitly stated by Conrad or present in images and
symbols. In Watt’s words, one of Conrad’s messages is that, “Awareness is better than unawareness. We
may become aware that it is better to be unaware, and we may even learn that ignorance is bliss” (47).
What statement could better highlight the novel’s negotiation of states of knowledge?
O’Prey, in his introduction to the Penguin Edition of the novel, asserts that some of the difficulties of the
narrative are conscious choices by Conrad as he fashioned his actual experiences into a work of
impressionistic fiction. A detailed examination of Conrad’s explicitly stated theory of impressionism and
literary art is beyond the scope of this paper, but suffice it to say that it is not surprising that Marlow
utilizes a complex narrative frame in Heart of Darkness (which he employs with lesser effectiveness in
other novels). This narrative style has been the subject of much discussion. “Although the complex use of
narrators gives on the one hand a subjective immediacy to the story,” comments O’Prey, “on the other it
adds to the atmosphere of vagueness and of frustration in never getting to the heart of the matter and
keeps the reader at a considerable distance from the story” (20). Lothe in “Conradian Narrative” is less
critical and more explanatory in his assessment. For him this distancing allowed Conrad to tell a difficult
story, one that is related to experiences eight years in the past, far from London, and mired in an ideology
distant from Conrad’s own. In any case, Conrad’s ambiguities and paradoxes are only partially explained
by his vagueness of details or the narrative frame.
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Though much has been written about the effect of the unnamed frame narrator in Heart of Darkness, it is
generally agreed that he is a reliable witness who, though affected by Marlow’s story, has little difficulty
in recreating the scene on the deck and Marlow’s long narrative. As an unnamed narrator, whose total
words are only a few thousand and mostly at the beginning and end of the novel, he does not contribute
significantly to the uncertainty of the story proper. Yet he does offer some important comments as O’Prey
reminds us, “Before Marlow begins his tale, the narrator warns us that we are about to hear one of
Marlow’s ‘Inconclusive experiences.’” (16). In the frame narrator’s own words:
The yarns of seamen have a direct simplicity, the whole meaning of which lies within the
shell of a cracked nut. But Marlow was not typical . . . and to him the meaning of an
episode was not inside like a kernel but outside, enveloping the tale which brought it out
only as a glow brings out a haze, in the likeness of one of these misty halos that
sometimes are made visible by the spectral illumination of moonshine.
Much has been made of these words and their connection to Conrad’s introduction to the Nigger of the
Narcissus. Suffice it here to say that Marlow textually embodies an all-too-human narrator who observes
the actions of the people around him and is at a loss for understanding: the company “Brickmaker” who
makes no bricks, the agents wandering around with staves, the rioting vegetation of the jungle, the story
of his predecessor who was killed by natives, African workers dying in a grove of trees, the blood of the
helmsman filling his boots, Kurtz on a stretcher with his extended hand commanding a tribe of natives. In
addition to this, much of the narrative is about Kurtz, who for most of the story is constructed as an
enigma based on rumors.
Some critics have tried to offer a closer examination of Conrad’s language to explain the novel’s
difficulty. Ian Watt used the term ‘delayed decoding’ to refer to a narrative technique Conrad sometimes
employs (270). Within a short passage, for example, a narrator will describe his first impression (there
were “little sticks” flying about) which turns out to be false (they were actually a barrage of deadly
arrows). In the same vein, F.R. Leavis, much earlier, offered a lexical perspective when he criticized
Conrad’s vagueness and excessive use of imprecise adjectives, such as inscrutable, inconceivable, and
unspeakable, and asked, “Is anything added to the oppressive mysteriousness of the Congo by such
sentences as: ‘It was the stillness of an implacable force brooding over an inscrutable intention.’?” (177).
O’Prey, echoes Leavis and adds, “as the vast abstract darkness he [Conrad] imagines exceeds his capacity
to analyze and dramatize it, and the very inability to portray the story’s central subject, the
‘unimaginable,’ the ‘impenetrable’ (evil-emptiness, mystery or whatever) becomes a central theme” (19).
This paper greatly extends this line of thinking and seeks a broader application to other works of
literature.
Marlow, like many men, falters when encountering the difficulty of communicating experiences that he
couldn’t or didn’t completely understand in the first place. He conveys the surface of the events as he
experienced them and acknowledges their all-too-real inconceivability. For some critics these are
shortcomings, for others they are strengths. Critics have addressed Conrad’s life, withholding of details,
narrative style, narrative persona, impressionist descriptions, and vague modifiers in order to explain the
unknowable. Yet no one, to my knowledge, has closely examined the lexical building blocks of Conrad’s
prose. This examination of Heart of Darkness will focus on Marlow’s use of the lexicon of cognition and
cognitive perception and the means and frequency with which they are negated. This study is not meant to
replace or undermine any previous criticism, but to offer, using computer assisted analysis and
interpretation of that data, fresh insight into how epistemological uncertainty is conveyed in narratives.
Given the detailed discussion of Heart of Darkness above, what follows regarding The Great Gatsby is
limited. To begin with, I chose Gatsby for the obvious reasons: its status as a classic of modern American
literature, its problematic first-person narration (the title character being observed from a distance and
enshrouded in mystery), and of lesser importance, its relatively similar length and its availability in
electronic format. Barbara Will’s convincing paper “The Great Gatsby and the Obscene Word”, though it
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takes as its defining image the graffiti that Nick erases from the steps of Gatsby’s mansion in the
penultimate scene, centers on the idea that the story is “haunted by indeterminacy and unrepresentability”
(132). She describes Gatsby as “a figure who problematizes the nature of figuration itself, drawing the
text toward an abject void, ‘toward the place where meaning collapses’” (128). Though Will (rightly for
her purposes) bypasses the obvious role of Nick’s status as a fallible first-person narrator, her conclusions
are relevant: the frequent vanishing of Gatsby from the narrative constitutes “an unrepresentability at the
center of this textual reality” (132).
Will demonstrates how Gatsby’s elusiveness in turn “throws into crisis Nick's effort to speak” (129). Just
as Marlow grasps for words to convey a tale, the significance of which he may not be capable of
recognizing, Nick too struggles. In discussing the quotation I have included at the start of this paper, Will
emphasizes Nick’s inability to communicate (“my lips parted like a dumb man’s”). Though this is
important, we should also recognize that the thing Nick would have communicated was “what was almost
remembered” [my emphasis]. Since remembering (possessing some knowledge of the past) must precede
conscious communication of the thought, I argue that this is a better example of epistemological
uncertainty than incommunicability though the phenomenon are closely related. It is my contention that
novels such as Heart of Darkness and The Great Gatsby that are told primarily by fallible first-person
narrators (see also endnote 1) accrue salient linguistic features that allow authors/narrators to signal their
cognitive uncertainty and, to return to my earlier metaphor, riddle the narrative with complex hidden
crevasses. Defining and analyzing these features and pointing them out to students who are studying such
novels provides literary awareness (discussed in Section 7) that can allow them to navigate across
seemingly unfathomable terrain.
Semantic Keywords, Negation, and the Lexicon of Cognition
The human propensity (or should I say need?) to equivocate, the fine line between fact and opinion, and
the difference in knowledge possessed by speakers and hearers requires that all languages have methods
of negotiating the epistemic state of a piece of information and speaker/hearer attitudes toward it. Lakoff
demonstrates quite clearly how natural language relies on degrees of truthfulness and category
membership. Linguistic approaches to information have traditionally addressed semantic or philosophical
truth values while more recent discourse analysis, functional, and pragmatic approaches address how a
text conveys given and new information, how topics and comments are positioned in sentences,
distinctions between foreground and background, and how implications, presuppositions, and entailments
are created as well as syntactic markers of definiteness or indefiniteness, passive voice constructions, and
cleft formations. Durian’s analysis of O’Connor’s fiction demonstrates how marked presuppositions,
which signal information that is not known to either the narrator or narratee, create a background of
uncertain knowledge. While discourse analysis and the application of principles of linguistic pragmatics
are insightful and certain features are quantifiable, these approaches are far less amenable to computer
assisted methods.
The approach to knowledge construction and mind style that I am taking in this paper is a product of ‘key
words’ analysis. I am also inspired by Wierzbicka’s Understanding Cultures Through Their Key Words in
which she demonstrates “the very close link between the life of a society and the lexicon of the language
spoken by it” (1). What is true of the larger society is also true of the fictional works created by its
members. Wierzbicka defines key words as “words which are particularly important and revealing in a
given culture” (15-16). Just as some literary scholars criticize concordance studies as reductive, she
acknowledges that “using ‘key words’ as an approach to the study of culture may be criticized as an
‘atomistic’ pursuit, inferior to ‘holistic’ approaches,” and recognizes that studies of randomly selected
words may be invalid (16). However, when salient semantic categories of words are “considered in the
context of an in-depth analysis of meanings” (15), they can reveal “the general organizing principles
which lend structure and coherence to a cultural domain” (17).
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Literary studies of key words (see Baker and Culpepper), use concordance and coding software to
compare a target text (an individual work or a collection) to a larger reference corpus. Statistical tools are
used to determine the words in the target text that are significantly unique and, thus, foregrounded.
Programs such as WMatrix are also able to add part-of-speech and semantic tags to words which allow
researchers to identify lexical and semantic categories that are significant to the target text in comparison
to the reference corpus. McIntyre and Archer demonstrate how these methods can be used to compare
individual characters in a play to reveal how an author’s choices create the unique mind styles of the
different dramatis personae. While these approaches to key words are excellent examples of digital
humanities scholarship, my exploration of the lexicon of cognition is guided by critical consensus about
the relevance of knowing in the two novels studied and fiction in general, regardless of the statistical
significance, or keyness, of this semantic domain in comparison to other fiction or a more heterogeneous
corpus of language.
Thompson and Sealey’s work in this area showed that in children’s fiction, adult fiction, and news
articles, know, think, and thought were among the 10 most common verbs in both fiction corpora but not
the news corpora, demonstrating that one particularity of the fiction genre is that “protagonists make their
way through their fictional world …, and readers are told about these characters’ perceptions of it and
their experience in it” (8). In their brief summary of semantic differences between child and adult fiction
(relying on a WMatrix USAS analysis2) they comment that “the world of adult fiction, on the other hand,
… is a world in which beliefs and broad questions about life predominate” (15). Thus, in this paper I did
not investigate the statistical keyness of words in the semantic category of cognition because it has
previously been established that this domain is salient in fiction and the two novels at hand. Details
regarding the lexical items included follow in Section 5.3
Another way in which this research differs from other corpus literature studies is that it relies on close
manual review of concordance lines and further classification. This is not to point out a deficiency in
other studies, but simply a result of the slippery topic at hand: how words in the semantic field of
cognition (and the sentences containing them) can be negated to create epistemological uncertainty.
Having collected lines from the texts that contain nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs that refer to human
acts of cognition (see Section 5), it was necessary to inspect each token to determine whether or not it
conveyed certainty or uncertainty. While this might seem a simple task that could be handled by the
computer identifying instances of no, not, n’t, never, or prefixes like un-, dis-, il-, the methods through
which a text conveys uncertainty surrounding cognition are not limited to these obvious linguistic
expressions.
A few other scholars have examined negation in literature, but as the primary focus (whereas mine is on
ways in which uncertainty is created). For a concise summary of philosophical and linguistic approaches
to negation, I refer readers to Hidalgo-Downing’s introduction to her analysis of negation in Catch-22
(see also Nahajec’s “Negation and the Creation of Implicit Meaning in Poetry” and Norgaard’s analysis
of Joyce). In summary, Hidalgo-Downing explains how traditional philosophic and early linguistic logical
operation approaches fail because they are limited to positive and negative polarity and cannot account
for reference to nonentities. Likewise, even more recent comprehensive grammars only account for the
scope of negation in clauses and localized presuppositions. While discourse pragmatic approaches do
acknowledge the wider presuppositional nature of negation, studies in the area seldom analyze long texts
where contextual ties between information are further apart. Just as Hidalgo-Downing and Nahajec
embrace Werth’s text world theory, so too do I rely on this cognitive explanation of negation as a
subworld that is created within the text world of the narrative. This broader understanding of negation
allows an analysis to account for instances where an act of knowing expressed by the narrator in positive
terms (as in Marlow’s “I thought, by Jove! it’s all over. We are too late”) is contrary to what actually
occurs subsequently (they were not too late—Kurtz was still alive)4. Negation of this type will be referred
to as “contextual negation.” Likewise, standard accounts of negation do not take into consideration lexical
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items that despite their positive polarity convey an inherent lack of understanding such as guess,
confusion, or impenetrable. These will be referred to as “semantic negation.”
Though it doesn’t account for what I am calling contextual and semantic negation, Huddleston and
Pullum’s compendious Cambridge Grammar of the English Language (CGEL) provides an extensive
analysis of methods of negation that are realized morphologically, lexically, and syntactically. In order to
classify authors’ methods of negation, I have organized these into the list of Methods of Conveying
Negation and Uncertainty in the Domain of Cognition which contains examples from Heart of Darkness.
Importantly, the epistemic state of information in a story is not signaled by words referring to thought
only; semanticists and linguistic philosophers have long recognized the role of modality and the related
concept of hedging to a speaker’s encoding of the strength of truth values or their assessment of the
validity of assertions. CGEL (172-209) provides a detailed description of English modals which have
many functions including conveying degree of epistemic certainty. Because these modals are so frequent
and multi-functional, performing concordance searches around them is not a feasible approach—rather
they are listed as a method by which the lexicon of cognition can be negated (or rather modalized5).
Similarly the CGEL category “lexical modals” accounts for hedges (also called deintensifiers). The notion
of “hedge” dates to at least the early 1970s with Lakoff’s paper in the Journal of Philosophical Logic and
much attention afforded it in pragmatics and discourse analysis since (see Markkanen and Schroder for a
detailed summary). While some scholars have interpreted hedging widely as any discourse strategy that
modifies commitment to the truth (which would essentially make the research at hand a study of
hedging), I maintain a more narrow definition that hedges are composed of words and phrases (typically,
though not limited to, adjectives and adverbs) that signal a less than perfect match between a piece of
information and its category, or the speaker’s attitude that the information may be less than perfectly
accurate.

Methods of Conveying Negation and Uncertainty in the Domain of Cognition
1. verbal negation
negation of the verb (not or n’t with or without an auxiliary) (excludes never)
We could not understand, because we were too far and…
I don’t know why we behaved like lunatics.
2. non-verbal negation
analytic or synthetic negation of other clause constituents
I know nothing as to the fate of the less valuable animals.
I saw the inconceivable mystery of a soul that knew no restraint…
They can only see the mere show, and never can tell what it really means.
3. modals and lexical modals
must, will, would, may, might, need, can, could, should, ought (to) as well as lexical
modals (hedges such as possible and probable and other pragmatic markers of epistemic
uncertainty within a clause)
4. non-affirmative contexts
4a. interrogatives
open or closed questions that are oriented toward negative answers
Was there any idea at all connected with it?
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4b. covertly negative lexical items
clausal or clause-like compliments that trigger negative entailments or implicatures as well as
certain fixed or variable phrases and idiomatic expressions that can implicate negative
presuppositions
He alluded constantly to Europe, to the people I was supposed to know there
The peroration was magnificent, though difficult to remember…
… and goodness knows to how many more people besides…
the only thing that ever came to them was disease as far as I could see.
4c. degree adverbs too & only
also includes downward entailing quantified noun phrases (i.e. few people)
… too dull even to know you are being assaulted by the powers of darkness.
They can only see the mere show, and never can tell what it really means.
4d. prepositions
against, before, until, without
Did it very well, too, no doubt, and without thinking much about it either…
… he said, without taking notice of my irritation...
4e. comparative & superlative constructions*
… that kind of folly is more limited than you would suppose.
… the fact dazzling, to be seen, like the foam on the depths of the sea…
… as it slips by the ship is like thinking about an enigma.
4f. conditionals
overt conditionals (if/whether …) and covert (do it again, and I’ll have to…)
… rivets were what really Mr. Kurtz wanted, if he had only known it.
Whether he knew of this deficiency himself I can’t say.
5. responses & anaphora
negative element that is separated from the negated constituent6
Believe me or not, his intelligence was perfectly clear…
6. contextual negation**
negation or uncertainty that is entailed in context beyond the scope of the clause
His aspect reminded me of something I had seen something…
…always mute with an air of whispering, Come and find out.
7. semantic negation**
lexical items that convey an inherent lack of understanding or uncertainty
I forgot the heartache which makes up the rest of the price.
You looked on amazed, and began to suspect yourself of being deaf…
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* Though CGEL does not include them, I classify metaphorical comparisons into this method.
** Not discussed in CGEL (see above).
Note that in the first example of contextual negation, something is not technically a negative polarity
item; however, in the context of the passage in the novel that this sentence is from, it refers to a vague,
unrealized thought. Also even though find out in the second example is not negated, Marlow’s description
of the coast of Africa viewed from the French steamer clearly conveys an incomprehensible landscape so
that the taunt issued by it serves to foreground the observer’s lack of understanding.
The discussion of semantics and key words at the start of this section took a few concepts for granted
which should be elucidated before continuing. To begin with, the lexicon of English is commonly divided
into open-class (or content) words and closed-class (or function) words. Though this is oversimplified, the
former consists of the nouns, verbs, adjectives, (and arguably adverbs)—categories which are open to
semantic shift, blending, neologisms and other forms of word creation because they primarily carry the
semantic meaning of a message. Closed-class words (pronouns, articles, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.)
are the grammatical glue that signal meaning such as anaphora, definiteness, location, logical
relationships, tense and aspect, etc., and these delexical words tend to be more stable over time. A
semantic category is a group of words (typically open-class) that share a salient meaning which, given the
nature of meaning, contains prototypically core items and peripheral items which may be shared with
other domains. In this case the meaning complex is that of COGNITION.
In attempting to explain the truth values of sentences, linguists have given much attention to factive verbs
such as know and understand (as well as see in its relevant sense). As matrix verbs (in the main clause)
they signal a presupposition regarding the embedded or subordinate clause. Leech uses these
“psychological predicates” in his discussion of facts, event-states and predications, and Keerns,
discussing truth-values, says that these words are commonly referred to as “propositional attitude verbs”
because they convey the mental quality or attitude that a person has toward an abstract proposition.
However, the class of factives also includes verbs that are not in the domain of cognition. Thus, a study of
factive verbs in a novel would not necessarily yield a comprehensive explanation of the epistemological
state of a character or narrator. Likewise, as stated earlier, despite insightful research (Hardy), studies of
presupposition and entailment surrounding factives are far less amenable to collocation and corpora
methods.
As Barker and Galasinski point out in their discussion of Halliday’s six types of process within the
ideational function of language, “if we replace material clauses by mental clauses there will be a
significant change in the pattern of the text. The speaker no longer talks about actions, what was done, but
about what was perceived, felt or sensed . . .” (71). In this work I am extending this idea beyond verbal
expressions of cognition to include all words that are semantically related to knowledge and knowing and
the lack thereof. Thus, I take a decidedly lexical approach in which I have identified words of all open
classes that are prototypically cognitive. I also included words that have a cognitive sense (such as find,
tell, and clear) while eliminating their tokens that do not relate to human thought processes. This allows
for a much more inclusive approach than would have been possible by simply testing Leavis’ contention
that Conrad’s use of imprecise adjectives (like inconceivable and inscrutable) contributes to the
uncertainty of the novel. The words included can be divided into two major groups: those that signal
cognitive ability (think, thoughts, thoughtful, thoughtfully, etc.) and those that signal cognitive inability
(doubt, doubts, doubtful, doubtfully, etc.). Negation or modalization of the first group conveys uncertainty
while the latter group inherently conveys semantic uncertainty. Thus, the methods of negation shown in
the list can be applied to the entire lexicon of cognition to classify instances of uncertainty in context.
It is my hypothesis that epistemological uncertainty in a text accrues when lexical items in the semantic
filed of cognition are negated or rendered in uncertain terms. Thus, a high proportion of these features
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places emphasis on what is, was, or will not be known or understood and this will add to the
epistemological uncertainty conveyed by a narrator or character. A narrator when telling a story need not
always inform the audience that something wasn’t known. The inclusion of statements like, “I know
nothing of the fate of the . . .” or asking the audience, “Do you see anything?” are not necessary for the
narrative to continue. What would be lost though is another world. By saying, “I don’t know whether he
had been a pauper all his life,” the author/narrator creates a world of possibilities and emphasizes that
they are not available. “The thing was to know what he belonged to,” proposes questions but provides no
answers. A text with continual expressions such as these will have a high uncertainty quotient which will
help create the kinds of ambiguity and paradox attributed not only to Heart of Darkness and The Great
Gatsby, but many modern and post-modern works of literature. The analysis below adds detailed
linguistic description to observations like, “Conrad’s attitude to language is janiform: he can see it as
truth-revealing or truth-concealing. Marlow strives to convey the truth, though he frequently suggests the
inability of language to convey the essential” (Watts, 130).
Investigating Epistemological Uncertainty Using Quantitative Analysis
With the proliferation of complete etexts of classic works of literature, teachers and researchers cannot
overlook the potential for using electronic versions for computer aided analysis and the creation of
teaching materials. Heart of Darkness was readily available for free download from several internet sites.
The version I used in this study was obtained in Aug 2004 from the Project Guttenberg website. The etext
of The Great Gatsby, not available through Project Guttenberg, was readily downloadable in Aug 2011 in
html format from the University of Adelaide ebooks library.
Having created a text file containing only the text of the narratives for each novel, I subsequently made a
methodological decision on logical grounds, the significance of which is up to debate. Because my
purpose was to explore the mind style of the narrators of the stories, I systematically deleted from the files
direct quotations attributed to other characters and in the case of Heart of Darkness the words of the
frame narrator. This reduced Heart of Darkness from 38,725 to 32,372 total words and The Great Gatsby
from 48,741 to 36,147 words. Just as McIntyre and Archer analyzed individual characters separately to
examine how their mind styles are revealed, I too sought to emphasize the words chosen by the narrator
which constitute 84% and 74% respectively of the two texts studied. Also, I only deleted direct speech in
quotations, which was a relatively simple procedure, on the grounds that the indirect speech forms are the
narrator’s choice of words7.
To create the word lists for collocation searching, I started with the factive and non-factive verbs related
to cognitive processes discussed in Kiparsky and Kiparsky. I then expanded on these using the MerriamWebster online thesaurus which led to a final list of over 100 lemmas (base forms of distinct verbs)8. This
list led to the creation of the list of nouns of cognition starting with verbs that can be nouns (thought,
etc.), the nominal forms of verbs of cognition (knowledge, etc.), and then further thesaurus searches. The
same process was used to generate the lists of adjectives and adverbs of cognition. Though the lexical
modals are typically adverbs, they were distinguished from the other adverbs due to their more general
hedging function. Table 1 contains a representative sample of commonly appearing lemmas in each
category and the number of lemmas included in each list. Words that convey certainty are given on the
left and those that are semantically uncertain are on the right. The complete lists of this ‘lexicon of
cognition’ can be obtained by contacting the author.
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Table 1. Examples of the lexicon of cognition
The fifth category, hedges, is composed of adverbs and adjectives all of which downgrade the degree to
which a speaker believes in a proposition. The English modals (might, may, can, etc.) all of which can
carry epistemic meaning (some more than others) are so common and frequently used in a deontic sense
that any collection of collocation lines would require extensive editing which would mitigate the
advantages of computer aided analysis; thus, they were not analyzed separate from other items in this
study.
Using the advanced search function in AntConc, collocation lines were obtained for each lexical category
and the collocation lines copied and pasted into a word processing document for manual inspection. The
first step in this process was to group lemmas together and remove any instances of lemmas not in the
part of speech category (i.e. removing thought as a noun from the lines obtained for verbs of cognition)
and removing lines containing non-cognitive senses of the search terms (i.e. see in its visual sense). The
lines were then pasted into a spreadsheet for counting total lines and identifying, coding, and counting
methods of negation/uncertainty. During this final step frequent reference was made to the larger context
that the collocation lines (70 characters on either side of the search term) were taken from. Locating
ambiguous lines in the complete etext and reading the wider context allowed for a far more accurate
assessment of meaning than merely scanning the collocation lines. From this data the several tables
shown in the next section were obtained.
Results
The results of this study of the lexicon of cognition in two novels are summarized below in several tables
organized by lexical category with some discussion for each. Tables 2, 4, 7, 9, and 11 list the most
frequently occurring verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and lexical modals in their relevant senses, their
number of occurrences, number of times they are negated or rendered explicitly or implicitly uncertain,
and the percentage of the later. The less frequent items (and their numbers) are grouped together for ease
of presentation, but are provided in lists in the appendix. Tables 3, 5, 8, and 10 summarize the methods by
which each lexical category is negated or uncertainty is conveyed. It should be noted that lexical items
that are intrinsically negative or uncertain (seem, mysterious, vaguely, etc.) are principally negative due to
their semantic qualities.
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It is my intention that the information in these tables becomes a useful stylistic tool for scholars, teachers,
and students. Critical inquiry can begin with heightened attention to key words that narrators use to refer
to their own and others’ acts of cognition and states of information. I used the framework of analysis for
negation/uncertainty (discussed in Section 4) to guide my construction of Tables 3, 5, 8, and 10 with the
conviction that conscious awareness of the variety of ways in which a writer can convey epistemological
uncertainty can help readers not only understand the mind style of a character but negotiate the terrain of
a complex narrative. Though the following summary of data is quite detailed, I suggest that in a typical
teaching situation the specific numbers are less important than an understanding of the kinds of words
(and those most frequently used) and the methods (and most frequent among them) of negation. Providing
students with the knowledge of how language works and pointing them to specific examples of the
phenomena which are present in the literature they are studying will allow them to reach new levels of
critical awareness.
Verbs of Cognition
Of the complete list of verbs searched for (117 lemmas), 58 were present in Heart of Darkness, with a
total of 539 tokens, and 50 were present in The Great Gatsby (with 412 tokens); 38 of the lemmas
occurred in both texts. Table 2 lists the most frequently occurring items (more than 10 times in either text)
and a sum total of all others along with the frequency of negation for each. Verbs that refer to positive
acts of cognition are listed on the top, and those that are semantically negative or uncertain in unmodified
form are at the bottom. For simplicity, only the occurrences of the words with the sense of cognitive acts
are listed; in addition to common items like see and feel, many less common items (get, tell, catch, etc.)
are often present but used in their non-cognitive senses.9 The total occurrences of the verbs searched for
was 739 in Heart of Darkness and 692 in The Great Gatsby—an important consideration for anyone
attempting to perform a purely automated search because only manual analysis can accurately determine
the relevant senses of these words.
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Table 2. Verbs of Cognition and their Negation/Uncertainty
Much interesting insight can be gleaned from comparing this data for the two novels. For example most
of the very frequent verbs are similarly represented in total numbers except for see, feel, and appear
which Conrad uses more often (and/or more negatively) in the cognitive sense than Fitzgerald. This
suggests a more embodied processing of the world in Marlow’s mind style and distrust of these
phenomenological methods of knowing. A similarity, however, is that the total percentages of negated or
uncertain verbs of cognition are amazingly similar in the two novels and arguably high though
comparisons would need to be made to other stories and corpora to confirm this.
Table 3 presents a breakdown of the methods of negation/uncertainty for the verbs of cognition in the two
novels. It is not surprising that the percentages for each method are similar in the two novels or that
semantic negation (the use of verbs that are inherently negative or uncertain such as seem, forget, guess,
etc.) is the most common. However, the later fact is also an important consideration for anyone
attempting computer assisted analysis. Programs that automatically assign semantic tags may not
distinguish between positive acts of cognition and acts that convey uncertainty, depending upon the
organization of the program’s tag set. More importantly, the kind of negation that is easily amenable to
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computer analysis, simple verbal negation, only accounted for 15% of the negations in this corpus. While
it may be possible for programs to detect non-verbal negation and the presence of markers of nonaffirmative elements (4a-f) in the close vicinity of verbs to an acceptable degree, automatic
disambiguation of epistemic modals from deontic modals may be impossible. More importantly, what I
have termed ‘contextual negation’ can only be apprehended by a reader who is actively accounting for
multiple pieces of information and states of knowledge. In Heart of Darkness, for example, Marlow
reports what he expected or felt in one sentence only to later tell that he was wrong. Likewise in
describing Kurtz’s intended, he proclaims, “I know that the sunlight can be made to lie too…”. Of course
knowing that we cannot accept reality at face value is a kind of knowledge, but it is not the kind of
epistemic certainty on the part of a narrator that many students can confront confidently in literature. Not
to account for these types of negation is to plod across a glacier, blissfully unaware of the caverns below.
Thus, at the current time, and I predict well into the future, the complexity and variety of methods of
negation necessitates manual analysis.

Table 3. Methods of Negation with Verbs of Cognition
Nouns of Cognition
The search for nouns of cognition in the texts included 120 lemmas. Heart of Darkness contained 51 of
these with a total of 219 tokens while The Great Gatsby contained 46 with a total of 158 tokens; 36 of the
lemmas occurred in both texts. Table 4 lists the most frequent nouns (more than 7 occurrences in either
text). In addition to obvious lexical items in the semantic field of cognition (thought, idea, confusion,
misunderstanding) items related to states of knowledge were also included (truth, lie) and forms of
knowledge (information, word, rumor). These were negated 45 to 49% of the time in the respective
novels.
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Table 4. Nouns of Cognition and their Negation/Uncertainty
As Table 5 shows the most common method was to place these nouns in clauses with covertly negative
lexical items that implicate negative or uncertain presuppositions, commonly in the form of prenominal
adjectives. In Heart of Darkness, for example, we are told of “hidden knowledge,” “indefinable
meaning,” “some vague notion,” and “halfawake senses” to name a few epistemological oddities. Other
covertly negative lexical items (in The Great Gatsby) include phrases that convey a lack of said thought
process such as “denied so vehemently any knowledge,” “devoid of meaning,” and “muttered Finnish
wisdom to herself,” the later implicating that the wisdom was not available to the narrator. Semantic
negation, or the presence of negative/uncertain nouns of cognition was also very common, but nearly all
of the other methods were employed to some degree to the point that nearly half of all such nouns in the
texts convey a degree of epistemological uncertainty.
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Table 5. Methods of Negation with Nouns of Cognition
Adjectives of Cognition
As with the other lexical categories, the adjectives of cognition can be divided into those which are
semantically positive on the one hand and negative/uncertain on the other. Within these two groups, there
are adjectives which do or do not permit the addition of an opposite polarity prefix. A fifth class accounts
for the infrequently occurring adjectives that are formed with either a positive or negative suffix, namely
thoughtful vs. thoughtless and meaningful vs. meaningless. Table 6 provides examples of each type with
the different forms of each lemma. A total of 127 base forms of adjectives were used as search terms,
most of which allowed for optional prefixes or suffixes so that the total number of possible forms
numbered 305 (i.e. the search term *discern* could locate the four possible combinations of
[in]discern[able][ing] though the verb discern would need to be manually removed from the collocation
lines).

Table 6. Adjectives of Positive and Negative/Uncertain Cognition
Table 7 provides a summary of the 44 different lemmas of adjectives of cognition found in Heart of
Darkness (136 total tokens) and the 43 lemmas in The Great Gatsby (102 total tokens) with 20 lemmas in
common. An asterisk at the beginning of a lemma indicates that one or more instances contained the
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opposite polarity prefix. Since only those which appear more than 5 times in either text are included, the
Appendix provides a list of the additional adjectives present in both texts with the number of tokens and
negatives in parenthesis for each. Astonishingly, in both texts, 71 to 74% of the adjectives of cognition
convey uncertainty. Most of the 74 tokens of semantically negative adjectives were used to describe a
lack of, mistaken, or problematic acts cognition; only 3 were modified for opposite polarity
(uncomplicated, unforgettable, and the phrase “difficult to forget”). Adjectives with base forms that are
positive accounted for the other 164 tokens and of these 62% were modified for negation.

Table 7. Adjectives of Cognition and their Negation/Uncertainty
As Table 8 shows, next to semantic negation (the use of the “negative” adjectives), the second most
common method was the use of an opposite polarity prefix (which in Table 8 is distinguished from other
forms of non-verbal negation). It should be noted that other methods of negation were also used. An
automatic analysis may not determine that aware (which is a positive adjective of cognition) is negated in
the sentence “I had been dimly aware for some time…) or that real is negated by a preposition in
“material without being real”, or that even though Nick says, “I was sure he’d start when he saw the
newspapers,” context tells us that he was mistaken, for at the end of the same sentence, Nick informs us
that Wolfshiem in fact never arrived.
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Table 8. Methods of Negation with Adjectives of Cognition
Adverbs of Cognition
The adverbs of cognition (as separate from the more general class of lexical modals/hedges which are
often adverbs) were the least frequently present category in the texts. Of the 106 lemmas searched for, 16
were present in Heart of Darkness (32 tokens), and 17 in The Great Gatsby (37 tokens) with 7 lemmas
appearing in both novels. On the surface these seemed to also convey the least uncertainty as the
percentages of negativity/uncertainty in Table 9 show.

Table 9. Adverbs of Cognition and their Negation/Uncertainty
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The relatively frequent use of evidently in both novels is an interesting case, for while it was mostly used
in its positive sense of ‘the fact predicated is obvious or based on evidence,’ in each case it served to
foreground the narrative perspective. Evidently in “The doctor felt my pulse, evidently thinking of
something else the while” conveys Marlow’s certainty about his assessment (as do the other tokens of
evidently in both novels), yet these parenthetical items serve as reminders that even the most obvious
phenomena are filtered through the consciousness of the narrator.
Because the adverbs of cognition were negated with less variety, methods that were not used are not
shown in Table 10. For example, in Heart of Darkness, the few negative adverbs of cognition
(confoundedly, confusedly, mysteriously, vaguely) were used to convey uncertainty (except for mistakably
to which the opposite polarity affix was added (unmistakably). The adverbs of positive cognition (clearly,
obviously, plainly, surely) were mostly used to emphasize the certainty of an observation or assertion
though a few of these (conceivably, distinctly, reasonably) were negated with affixes (in-, un-) while
others (distinctly, truly, clearly, simply and one instance of evidently) were sometimes negated by
implication of adjacent clause elements or by context. Marlow reports that “my strained ears seemed to
hear distinctly…” and “I did not know how truly I spoke” in two such cases while Nick describes events
that were “obviously untrue” and “simply confounding.” The meaning of adverbs can be complex,
however, and in one case simply was used in the sense of ‘without thought’ which was classified as
semantic negation though the other uses of the word relied on the more common sense of ‘easy to
understand.’

Table 10. Methods of Negation with Adverbs of Cognition
Lexical Modals
Due to the inherent uncertainty that the chosen lexical modals (hedges) add to a text, all of the tokens
found were coded as negative/uncertain. Obviously, perhaps was the most frequently used item though in
contemporary usage it has been far overtaken in frequency by probably as a simple search of the Corpus
of Historical American English reveals. Though I have not included statistical analysis in this paper, the
number of lexical modal tokens for Heart of Darkness appears notably higher than those in The Great
Gatsby, especially considering the similarities between the two novels seen in the earlier tables.
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Table 11. Lexical Modals as Markers of Uncertainty
In examining the lexical modals in Heart of Darkness, roughly one third of them were used to modify
statements about physical realities: “it was not likely to be sent from Europe,” “a misty strip of water,
perhaps two feet broad,” or “made of some stuff that was brown Holland probably,” for example.
However, the remaining items tended to occur with Marlow’s inferences about other character’s (or his
own) personality and motives: “could find nothing inside but a little loose dirt maybe,” “Perhaps he was
just simply a fine fellow,” or “probably I would have nothing to say,” or his attempts to find meaning in
the events of his narrative. In contrasting Kurtz to himself Marlow explains,
It is his extremity that I seem to have lived through. True, he had made that last stride, he
had stepped over the edge, while I had been permitted to draw back my hesitating foot.
And perhaps in this is the whole difference; perhaps all the wisdom, and all truth, and all
sincerity, are just compressed into that inappreciable moment of time in which we step
over the threshold of the invisible. Perhaps!
As readers, we search for understanding, and I believe that in our quest to rid ourselves of cognitive
dissonance, we too often ignore Marlow’s insistence on uncertainty in this passage. It was an extremity he
seemed to live through in an inappreciable moment, the significance of which is governed by perhaps!
Likewise, in The Great Gatsby, the minority of hedges qualify statements about past or future worldly
events whereas most of them highlight the speculative nature of Nick’s thoughts about his or other
characters’ metaphysical qualities. When Daisy visits Gatsby’s mansion and Jay mentions that her house
is visible across the bay with its “green light that burns all night” on the dock,
Daisy put her arm through his abruptly, but he seemed absorbed in what he had just said.
Possibly it had occurred to him that the colossal significance of that light had now
vanished forever. Compared to the great distance that had separated him from Daisy it
had seemed very near to her, almost touching her. It had seemed as close as a star to the
moon. Now it was again a green light on a dock. His count of enchanted objects had
diminished by one.
Nick could have asserted that Jay was absorbed, but his seemed reminds us of the ineluctable gulf
between observation and understanding, truth falling away into the abyss of interpretation. Yet, it is only
in this liminal space that possibly exists and with it the text world of possibility that we know as Jay
Gatsby.
The Lexicon of Cognition and Epistemological Uncertainty
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Looking at these phenomena as a whole, we can form some preliminary hypotheses about the semantics
of cognition in English. While the negation of positive acts is cognitively foregrounded, as Figure 2
shows, there are nearly twice as many words for positive acts of cognition than negative or uncertain
ones. Thus, it is not surprising that negation of positive acts is more frequent than the use of unmodified
negative items for expressing uncertainty. Furthermore, some positive lexical items, especially adjectives,
that appear in general usage far more commonly with their opposite polarity marker (in the Corpus of
Contemporary American English impenetrable is far more frequent than penetrable and scrutable is nonoccuring) may not produce a foregrounding effect. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to argue that as the
markers of epistemological uncertainty in a text accrue, as they do in the two novels studied here, readers
will grasp the fallibility of the narrator. Readers who are unaccustomed to this mind style, may question
their own understanding of the text as they falsely ascribe their vaguely formed text world to their own
shortcomings of knowledge construction rather than to the narrator’s uncertainty.
Finally, it should be noted that textual signals of uncertainty tend to appear in clusters with adjectives of
cognition co-occurring with nouns of cognition and nouns with verbs. Performing the separate searches
for lexical categories as I did may suggest that such items are sprinkled randomly throughout a text. Such
is not the case, however, and merely counting separate instances of lexical items will not indicate whether
uncertainty is more prominent near the beginning of the narrative, the middle, or the end or if it is
concentrated in specific scenes or only when the narrator is conveying certain kinds of information. For
these reasons, I suggest that when applying the concepts presented in this paper, future work should look
for patterns of accrual or ‘textual magnets’ of uncertainty such as Marlow’s distrust of phenomenological
perceptions or Nick’s description of Gatsby’s funeral.
Pedagogy and Literary Awareness
Heart of Darkness and The Great Gatsby are primarily celebrated by critics for their stylistic and
narrative complexity, yet many students struggle with these texts due to these same qualities. In
discussing Flaubert, Falconer (citing Culler) asks, “if ‘to read the novel is to observe the ways in which it
frustrates one's attempts to make sense of it’ (Culler, 19), why do Flaubert's readers not grow
progressively more wary, or, for that matter, weary?” (5). One may ask the same of readers of Conrad,
Fitzgerald, and many other modern and post-modern authors. The simple answer is that we’ve learned to
deal with these texts’ ambiguities and cognitive dissonance—we’ve constructed a frame or schema for
modern and postmodern fiction that includes epistemological uncertainty. How we’ve done that may be
an idiosyncratic combination of self-reflection and imitation of reader role models (instructors and literary
critics).10 While there is much to be said for self-governed processes of discovery and for group meaning
negotiation among student peers, a teacher’s job includes providing useful tools for learning that can be
applied to new situations. As Hanauer demonstrated, groups of students who merely discussed literature
(poetry in that case) were subsequently less able to produce effective interpretations of unfamiliar poems
than those who had been given explicit instruction regarding the form and style of poetry. Hanauer
explains from a cognitive perspective how this raising of awareness leads to alertness, orientation, and
detection, all of which, through processes of analysis, feed into students’ prior and developing implicit
and explicit knowledge to increase learning and allow autonomous, critical thinking.
Though they do not mention specific examples of the linguistic features of texts discussed in classes,
Zyngier, et al. outline and test a program for developing ‘Literary Awareness’ (LitAw). Their results
suggest what any good teacher knows—attention to textual detail in the context of the entire work, class,
and students’ lives and valuing of student’s creative use of said textual details (whether in creating their
own narratives/poems or in writing about literature) will increase the chances that the aforementioned
cognitive processes will occur. Though literature instructors in the United States may be less familiar with
them, several stylistics texts that are designed for or suitable for use in literature courses or those for
prospective English teachers are available, among them: Leech and Short, Short, Simpson, Toolan, and
edited volumes by Carter, Carter and Simpson, Short, Watson and Zyngier, Verdonk, and Verdonk and
Weber. In particular Chapter 3 of Leech and Short’s seminal Style in Fiction demonstrates the
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effectiveness of close attention to semantic fields and lexical categories, the echoes of which are seen the
more recent, computer assisted, stylistics work referred to earlier in this paper. Their reason for these
methods can be summarized, thus: “Every analysis of style, in our terms, is an attempt to find the artistic
principles underlying a writer’s choice of language” (74). Raising student’s awareness of specific words
that refer to acts of cognition and how they are negated or qualified and places in the text where these
features cluster and of how these linguistic patterns create a particularly modern or post-modern narrator’s
mind style should have multiple benefits: schemata development, reading and interpretation confidence,
autonomy, and proficiency, not to mention linguistic awareness.
Conclusion
I began this paper by suggesting that Ishmael is an example of a narrator who expresses epistemological
certainty. While this may be true of the lines I quoted, it may not be true of his mind style throughout
Moby Dick. Using the methodology presented here one could easily discover the degree of (un)certainty
in that novel if one wished. As mentioned above, the fallibility of a narrator is likely to change throughout
a novel or to be associated with certain types of knowledge, events, or characters, and this must be born in
mind when performing concordance searches. Nonetheless, the data collected from Heart of Darkness
and The Great Gatsby provide a starting point by indicating lexical items in the semantic field of
cognition that are likely to be frequent in other works of fiction.
Future research should apply this same methodology in two important ways. First to other works of
fiction which feature narrators who are widely regarded as either very certain or very unsure in order to
determine if a quantitative analysis of the linguistic features studied here really do accrue and contribute
to a narrator’s mind style. Secondly, similar methods should be developed in order to compare these
novels to large corpora of fiction. These comparative studies would be amenable to statistical analysis
though it was not necessary for this paper which had the primary goal of providing a framework for
describing how epistemological uncertainty is created. An extension of this work would apply these
methods to non-fiction discourses be they political, academic, spoken or written. Any situation in which
the speaker’s or writer’s epistemic attitude toward the propositional content of the message could be
profitably analyzed.
The framework of analysis set forth and the results provide an accessible method of text analysis and
reference data that can be used not only for research but also for pedagogy. When instructors demonstrate
how specific linguistic structures influence the world creation of a narrative students gain literary
awareness that they can apply to the work at hand and all of their critical reading. The undecidabilty of
modern and post-modern fiction may be an unfathomable abyss, but that does not mean it cannot be
negotiated with confidence and awe. Gatsby stretching his arms out in the darkness and Kurtz’s horror are
canonical instances of our fascination with and desire to discover these uncertain depths.
Notes
1. Though epistemological uncertainty may be expressed more commonly in first-person narration, there
is no reason that a third-person narrator cannot convey the same lack of confidence. Likewise, this
uncertainty is not necessarily a product of modern or post-modern literature (see Falconer’s and
Gallagher’s respective discussions of Flaubert and Madame Bovary) though the issue may be more
prominent.
2. WMatrix employs CLAWS (Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System) and the
Semantic Analysis System (USAS) both created by the University Centre for Computer Corpus Research
on Language (UCREL) based at Lancaster University as well as relying on SEMTAG to provide semantic
tags.
3. It should be acknowledged that earlier work on presuppositions and the semantic-syntactic interface
focused on factive verbs (Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1970) which take compliments that are different from
non-factive verbs. This should not be confused with issues of negation and uncertainty regarding
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cognition, for while it can be argued that non-factives assert truth or falsehood while factives presuppose,
both contribute to the world-building processes of the text and should be included in a semantic analysis
with little need to distinguish between them.
4. Similarity to Watt’s conception of “delayed decoding”.
5. The term negation should not be thought of as merely encompassing negative polarity (not, never, etc.).
Negation in this paper is used as a convenient term for both negative polarity and modalisation; thus,
everything from the absolute negative end of the modality continuum up to near certainty.
6. Though not present in the texts studied because direct speech of other characters was ignored, a
character’s response such as “Of course not.” to another characters query “You don’t get it, do you?”
would count as an additional instance of negation. In the example from Heart of Darkness, the not in
“Believe me or not” functions anaphorically—compare “Believe me or don’t believe me” which is verbal
negation.
7. Of course one could argue that some instances of free indirect speech contain enough of the character
of the reported speech that it not be considered entirely the narrator’s words and should also be excluded.
To find and exclude such instances would, however, require close reading of the entire text which would
be counterproductive given the goals of the study and probably produce a negligible change to the results.
For more on the continuum of speech and thought presentation see Short’s article.
8. Orpin similarly used two thesauri to assemble a set of nouns which were synonyms, near-synonyms, or
hyponyms of corruption for her study of print media. After obtaining a concordance of these terms, she
selected the eight most common collocates (words within the near vicinity of the search terms) to analyze
more closely in order to explain the ideological stance taken toward corruption in British newspapers
from 1990 to 1996.
9. Future work should compare differences in narrator’s/author’s use of words like see, tell, feel, get,
catch in their literal vs. their cognitive senses.
10. And what these schemata consist of is certainly more than negation of the lexicon of cognition, but the
lexical approach taken here is an important element and one that is amenable to computer analysis and
student instruction.
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Appendix
In the following lists of items, the first number in parentheses indicates the total number of occurrences of
the item and the second number, following the comma, indicates the number of these items that are
negated or rendered explicitly or implicitly uncertain. Words that are semantically positive regarding
certainty and knowability are listed in the first box for each novel while words that are semantically
negative are listed in the second box. An * in a word indicates wildcard letters used in concordance
searches, for example, a search for *comprehensible will retrieve both comprehensible and
incomprehensible.
Less Frequent Verbs of Cognition

Less Frequent Nouns of Cognition
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Less Frequent Adjectives of Cognition

Less Frequent Adverbs of Cognition
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